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Brightspace by Conservatory Designs
Brightspace is THE modern building concept

Conservatory Designs have been designing

created by Conservatory Designs to extend and

and building Conservatories in Johnstown

adapt clients homes to create a cost effective,

Naas since 1989, The traditional Conservatory

warm and energy efficient Brightspace for all

has evolved a lot in the last 30 years and so

the family to enjoy.

have our team. The Brightspace range of

The Brightspace concept offers many exciting
possibilities for extending your home to create
more room or to adapt your existing home to
be more usable in all seasons. The Brightspace
range includes glazed roofs, solid roofs, and
hybrid roofs which combine the glazed and
solid roof to create a new living or dining room.
Coupled with our exciting range of new rooms,
the Brightspace range also includes our range
of energy efficient Ultrawarm Windows, doors
and roof lanterns and our hugely successful

building solutions represents a combination
of a fantastic team of people with a lifetime
of experience together with the most modern
building solutions in glass available in the
market.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE
BRIGHTSPACE RANGE PLEASE VISIT
OUR SHOWROOM AT JOHNSTOWN
GARDEN CENTRE, JOHNSTOWN, NAAS,
CO. KILDARE. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK OR
CONTACT OUR CUSTOMER CARE TEAM
7 DAYS A WEEK ON 045 844002.

Ultrawarm glazing range which allows
homeowners keep their existing uPVC window
frames and replace the glass with a range
of modern glazing solutions including solar
reflective glass for south facing aspects to keep
the rooms cooler and Low Iron glass for north
facing rooms to maximise the light transmission
to darker rooms.
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Lets start the process
The first and most important consideration with

This is really a home extension and as such should

This category of clients should consider a glass

your new Brightspace Home Extension is to

be built as one. A solid roof is a more suitable

roof. This will allow all the existing natural light to

consider what is the best roof for your new room.

option here as it will function like any other room

continue to enter the inner rooms while enjoying

in the house and maintain an even temperature

panoramic views of the garden. A glass roof will

throughout the year. However… "IT'S ALL ABOUT

make the most of even the smallest amount of

THE LIGHT" Any traditional solid roof extension

winter sunshine to create a warm and bright

covering a window or door will reduce the light

room, great for reading, snoozing, hobby work

in the room directly inside. The addition of roof

and entertaining. Imagine having temperatures of

windows will help but will not compensate for the

20 degrees in mid February when it is 6 degrees

loss of direct sunlight. If light is very important and

outside and you get to enjoy the garden when

you do not want to lose natural light in your main

everyone else is inside their homes with the

living area then maybe you should consider an

lights on.

The most obvious question
and the one we get asked
most in our showrooms is
"Which is the better roof; a
solid roof with a ceiling or a
glass roof? and the answer
is... "It all depends!"
HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED TO THINK ABOUT

Orangery option or a Hybrid option of glass and
solid roof and try to get the best of both worlds.
The second category of client fall into the dilemma
of usually having enough room but not a bright

We tend to find that most of our clients tend to fall

and sunny space. Often those who have retired or

into two broad categories: The first have growing

are nearing retirement are looking for a new bright

families and shrinking homes, as the family gets

and sunny room. There is a realisation that over the

larger and those in the family grow into teenagers

years they have been too busy to spend much time

and young adults, there is a growing need for

in their homes due to work and family commitments

urgent additional space. The second have shrinking

and now with more time on their hands they find

families and growing homes, as the family fly the

the living rooms dark, uninspiring and often don't

nest, there is no requirement for extra living space

allow adequate views of the garden or adequate

but there is a need for a different type of living

sunshine into the house. This bright new room

space. For those who have growing families there

will create that extra needed space for family

is a need for a new living room that can be used

gatherings, special occasions and to allow their

day and night all year around, often this area will be

grandchildren to play

TOP TIP

Check for up to
date Public Liability
Insurance

used at night time, as a TV room or a study room.

Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002
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Glazed roofs
Our Brightspace Glazed roof options

glass, which offers the homeowner the

offer a multitude of modern glazing

benefits of enhanced natural light, a roof

solutions, each of which will be carefully

that is easily kept clean and a beautiful

considered for your home depending

blue sky on even the dullest day. For

on which aspect the room will face.

those who benefit from too much

The amount of light required both in

sunshine we can offer the new Suncool

your new room and the existing internal

and Sunshade options which reduce the

rooms and the shading effect of nearby

amount of heat building up inside on a

properties is all taken into account in the

sunny day.

design phase.

The glazed roof range have the option
of ceiling lighting pelmets around the

While many of the older
Conservatories suffer from
extremes of temperatures, too
hot in summer and too cold
in winter, the modern glazing
solutions offers the homeowner
the option of a glass roof in
their new home extension that
can be used in all four seasons
comfortably.
All of our Brightspace Home Extension
designs have the option of a fully

perimeter of the roof to create a cosier
room and to also create the perfect
lighting solution for evening time.
All of our Brightspace glass roof
extensions are fully made to measure
in a range of designs including the
traditional lean-to, and the gable front
options and can be adapted to suit both
bungalow and two story homes.

The Conservatory
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glazed roof in a range of glass options,
our most popular option being the
Pilkington Activ Self cleaning Blue

Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002

PAVILION CONSERVATORY
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FURTHER EXAMPLES OF GLAZED ROOFS

VICTORIAN DESIGN BUILT INTO A BUNGALOW ROOF

LEAN-TO CONSERVATORY

EDWARDIAN CONSERVATORY WITH A BAY ON ONE SIDE

The Conservatory has Evolved

Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002

EDWARDIAN CONSERVATORY
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Solid roof extensions and sunrooms
The Brightspace range of solid roof extensions and
sunrooms are carefully designed for each client's
home. When designing a new room for our clients
we take into account light requirements, the space
required, and most importantly the impact on the
existing rooms ensuring that your new Brightspace
extension will add space, warmth and light to your
home without compromising the light in the inner
room.
The full compliment of our Ultrawarm windows and
doors range are available to provide the front and
side glazing to ensure a comfortable, bright warm
and airy interior in a full suite of colours.
We offer a plastered ceiling in all our sunrooms
which, when painted white, will help reflect natural
light into your home and we try to maximise the
amount of roof windows or glazed sections that
we can incorporate into the design.

Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002
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Orangery style range
While most people understand the need and
benefits of maximising the natural light, some
may feel that the conservatory solution may not
appear cosy enough during the winter. The modern
orangery designs may be the perfect compromise,
maximising the light with a glass roof whilst giving
a warmer feel with block pillars, ornate ceiling
pelmets and sunken lights.
These solid pillars will help blend the new room to
the house, while the glass ceiling creates a fantastic
sense of space. The orangery design can be tailored
to suit every application, such as incorporating full
solid walls where a TV or desk is required, having
full glass walls with solid pillars at the corners or
walls with a combination of pillars and glass to
reflect the clients taste and requirements.
Orangeries can provide a perfect solution to those
who like the solid feel of an extension but value the
natural light in their home. The Orangery range is
available in a choice of window designs and colours
and combines the best of both Conservatory and
Sunroom features. Orangeries use the very latest in
glazing technology to ensure that this is an all year
around room, bright and airy in the summer and
warm and cosy in the winter.

Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002
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New TV room
Everyone has their own favourite TV shows and
what better way to keep the peace in the home
than to create a separate Brightspace TV room for
different tastes, great for watching the match while
there is a movie or cartoons on in the sitting room
or letting the teenagers turn the volume up and
have their friends around. We can offer great advice
on designing your TV room, which roof to choose,
what way your TV should face, where to position
the electrical points and which is the best type of
lighting. Let our design team create the perfect
getaway room in your home.

The Conservatory
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Family room
Some homes simply do not have enough space in
the family room and no one wants to split the family
up on special occasions, our Brightspace family
rooms can often be a combination of a dining and
seating area, an extension of the kitchen or simply
a new family room large enough for everyone to
enjoy together.

The Conservatory
has Evolved
Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002
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Dining room
The dining room table needs to grow as the family
grows and much of our work involves creating a
new dining room as an extension of the kitchen
or as a separate room depending on the clients
requirements.
Light is key here as it is essential to maintain as
much of the natural light to the kitchen area as this
is the most used room in the house. Brightspace
dining rooms can be a solid roof extension, a glass
roof conservatory or an orangery depending on
your aspect,we take all this into account when
designing your perfect new dining room.

Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002
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Extending your kitchen with a Brightspace extension

For most family homes life revolves around the kitchen, chats over cups of coffee, evening dinner,
homework at the kitchen table, Christmas dinners and birthday parties. The kitchen can never be
too big especially as the family grows and gets bigger. Brightspace kitchen extension solutions fall
into two general categories where we can either simply make the kitchen bigger by adding more
Brightspace to it and removing the doors and windows from the back wall, extending the kitchen
into the back garden or , we can create a new dining room, separate from the kitchen, leaving a
bigger open plan kitchen space.

Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002
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Conservatory make overs
If your old conservatory is looking tired or you would
like the benefit of the additional insulation available
now why not give your conservatory a make over and
create a new room that you can enjoy 12 months of
the year. We now offer three great solutions to reduce
your heating bills and create the perfect bright all
year around room.
REPLACE MY CONSERVATORY ROOF
If your conservatory is currently glazed with a
polycarbonate roof and you would prefer a new
energy efficient glass roof then it is unlikely that the
existing conservatory roof will be sufficient to carry
the additional weight. We now offer a re-roof service
where we can remove your old roof and replace it
with a completely new roof structure and glazing. This
option will open up the sky for you, increasing the

2. Massive reduction in summer heat due to its
solar reflecting surface
3. Easy to maintain its self-cleaning exterior
surface
For conservatories facing south we can offer a
Suncool glass which significantly reduces the solar
heat gain inside the room. Suncool also offers the
advantage of reducing harmful UV rays by 73%
AFTER

For further information on this product, please ask
our team. Please note we only offer the roof reglaze
where we have built the original roof, otherwise we
quote for a new roof structure and glazing to ensure
the customer benefits from our comprehensive
guarantee.
CONVERT MY CONSERVATORY INTO
A SUNROOM

light into your inner rooms in your home and greatly

For those who would like more of a traditional home

increasing the temperature during the winter months.

extension we can replace your existing roof with a

RE-GLAZE MY CONSERVATORY

BEFORE

BEFORE

new "Ultrawarm" sunroom roof. We can remove your
conservatory roof and replace it with a substantial

If your conservatory has a glass roof we now offer a

aluminium portal frame which supports the additional

service where we can re-glaze your conservatory with

weight of the new ceiling. We then install a new

energy efficient glass, double or triple glazed to the

sunroom roof, highly insulated, with traditional

sides and double glazed Pilkington self-cleaning glass

opening roof lights and a plastered ceiling. We do

to the roof. The energy efficient glass to the sides

caution clients that replacing a glass roof with the

will significantly reduce heat loss while the new roof

Ultrawarm roofing system may reduce natural light

glazing offers three great benefits.

to the inner rooms which may be darker as a result of

1.

the new ceiling.

Significant reduction in heat loss

AFTER

Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002
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Garden rooms
The garden room conservatory range
offers great flexibility as they can be
positioned anywhere in the garden to take
advantage of the sun, a particular view
or to enjoy the privacy of a quiet corner.
The garden room conservatory is a very
simple installation as it does not require
any alterations to the main house and in
most cases can be installed in a day once
the base is in place.

GARDEN ROOM SIDE GLAZING
Even though your garden room conservatory is not
attached to the house we will still offer the same
high level of insulation to keep the room snug. Your
new garden room will be glazed with Vista Therm
Elite double glazing to maximise the insulation.
GARDEN ROOM COLOUR FINISHES
We have a beautiful octagonal free-standing
conservatory on display built in Chartwell green
finish, perfect for fitting into the garden greenery.
The full range of colours is available in our garden

GARDEN ROOM ROOF OPTIONS

room conservatories.

As your garden room is not attached directly to
your home, protecting light in the inner rooms is not
something we need to consider. Most of the garden
rooms we build are glazed with polycarbonate
tinted on the outside to reflect the heat and white
on the inside to give the effect of a ceiling. This
ceiling is less expensive and great at reducing heat
and glare and is on display at our showrooms at
Johnstown Garden Centre.

The Conservatory
has Evolved
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Planning permission
Small scale domestic extensions, including
conservatories do not require planning
permission if the extension is to the rear of
the house and complies with the following:
• The original floor area of the house is
not increased by more than 40 square
metres. It is important to note that where
the house has been extended before, the
floor area of the extension you are now
proposing and the floor area of any previous
extension including those for which you got
planning permission, cannot exceed the 40
square metre allowance.

Here you have to apply for full planning
permission for even a standard Conservatory
to the rear of the property. If in doubt we
suggest you ask your solicitor to check the
deeds of the property.
• You must have 25sqm of space left in
your garden after the room has been built.

The above mentioned facts are just
some of the regulations that are
required when planning an extension.
EXTERNAL VIEW OF AN EDWARDIAN CONSERVATORY ON
A SEMI DETACHED HOUSE, INCLUDING GEORGIAN BARS
TO THE TOP OPENING WINDOWS

• If you have converted your garage
or your attic or added a porch this all
reduces the 40 square metre allowance.

The Conservatory
has Evolved

• You cannot have any glass within
1 meter of a boundary wall facing a
neighbouring property, the window can
adjoin the neighbour but must face down the
garden and not towards the neighbour.
• Some houses have a clause in their deeds
which says you need planning for any
extension. In this case you do not have the
normal 40sq metre allowance. The home
owners may not be aware of this condition.

A NEW DINING ROOM

Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002
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20 key things to consider
There is a wise old saying, “measure twice
and cut once” and it is one that we follow
religiously when surveying a home. If the
proper time is spent at the design and
survey stage then the project will run
smoothly thereafter, there will be no hidden
surprises and both client and contractor
know from the outset what issues need to
be addressed.
The following are twenty of the key issues you should
be aware of and give consideration to and issues
which we as the contractor will take care of;

1.

Is this development exempt from planning
permission? Has there been any previous
extensions, garage conversions or attic
conversions which may affect the planning
status?

2. What are the existing ground conditions
at the site? Was the house built on piles, is
the site boggy? Is the house constructed
on a hill and if so, is there a danger that the
area for the conservatory/sunroom may
have been in-filled with soil which may
need to be dug out again? This is THE most
important issue to determine and the most
expensive to rectify if there is a problem.

Your new conservatory/sunroom will be built
to proper building standards and this starts
at the foundations. If the ground at the site
is poor then it will have to be excavated
until suitable conditions are reached, if good
ground conditions are not met at five feet
deep then piling may have to considered.
While we endeavour to observe and note the
ground conditions when measuring, there is
no real way of determining the conditions
until the foundations are dug out and the soil
exposed.
3. Is there sufficient access to the site, is there
a side passageway or will materials have to
be brought through the home? If materials
have to be brought through the home, will
the new door frames etc. fit through the
existing hall/doorways? Is there a safe place
to position the skip? Is a permit needed from
the local authority for the skip?
4. What is the condition of the existing
boundary walls? Most homes in town and
cities have a boundary wall with their
neighbour and in many cases the new
conservatory will be built close to this
wall and often will incorporate a new wall
built directly inside the existing wall. It is
important that the condition of the wall is
inspected to ensure that there are no cracks

or settlement, if there are then they should
be pointed out to neighbours before any
works start. We will normally photograph
any defects before works start.
5. What is the condition of the existing sewers?
Are they clay or plastic fittings, is there any
sign of blockages/residual matter in the
pipes? If so, now is the time to deal with it
while excavations are taking place. What
pipes etc. have to be moved, can they be
moved successfully to accommodate the
new room?
6. Where does the main sewer line run?
Remember you cannot build a foundation
on top of the main sewer. How do we find
the line of the sewer? Generally by lifting the
manholes and inspecting the direction of the
pipes.
7. Can the existing house plaster finish be
successfully matched or if not how close a
finish is achievable?
8. Are we adding onto/incorporating existing
walls in the garden or extensions and if so
are they square to the house? Very few walls
are built exactly at right angles to each other,
not important when building traditionally but
very important when building using glass,
glass does not bend!!. If the walls are off-

Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002
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square we will build your room taking these
issues into account so it will fit like a glove!
9. Are there timber floors in the existing home
and if so, where are the floor vents for these?
It is quite likely that the new floor may cover
some of the vents, in this case arrangements
are made to extend the vents through the
conservatory floor using piping to ensure
continued adequate ventilation for the
timber.
10. Are there existing trees/shrubs which
have to be moved/dumped? Are there any
potential roots which may cause problems
for the foundations?
11. What is the condition of the upstairs
gutters, fascia boards and windows? Your
new room may make access more difficult
in the future, so, now is the time to carry
out any necessary cleaning, painting and
replacement work which may need to be
done.
12. Are there any height restrictions? This is
particularly relevant to bungalows which
generally will require some design changes
to accommodate the existing roof heights,
but is also relevant to two storey houses
which may have low windows upstairs or
pipes etc., which may be in the way.

13. Are there existing lights on the back wall of
the house/garden and if so, where is the best
place to move these to?
14. Are there new doors to be fitted? How will
this affect the existing flooring in the room?
Will a door saddle be required or can the
existing flooring be extended? Will the alarm
system have to be moved, will new sensors
be required? Will the new doors have room
to open without taking up too much space?
15. What are the existing light conditions in the
home, what direction will the new room face,
will it get much sunshine? Will the new room
block much light getting into the house? Will
it darken it?
16. Are there privacy issues to considered? Will
the new room be overlooked by neighbours,
has the correct roof glazing been chosen to
deal with this?
17. Are there any TV satellite wires which are in
the way, if so the relevant company needs to
be notified and arrangements made to have
them moved. We will advise where these
should be moved to.
18. Are there existing patios and decks which
will have to be moved? Will the new
room require that these are redesigned

or removed or extended. Has the client
budgeted for this?
19. What is the proposed type of flooring for
the conservatory? This is important as the
different types of flooring are different
heights, laminate timber 8mm, tiles 8-10mm,
timber floors16-10mm. We adjust our new
concrete floor height to accommodate the
new floor finish.
20. A
 re the neighbours aware that work will be
taking place/do they understand the heights
of the new walls etc?

The list doesn’t finish at 20 items, but I
hope it gives some confidence that when
we ‘measure you up’ we make sure we
investigate the site thoroughly and that
you the client will be fully informed of any
issues before the work starts.

The Conservatory
has Evolved
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How to avoid common mistakes
Here are The Top Five Mistakes People
Who Have Built Conservatories /
Sunrooms Have Admitted To In
Order Of Priority
1.

Ordering a Conservatory/Sunroom from a
brochure. Why? There was a big difference
between what the customer thought
they were getting and what they actually
received. Would you buy a car without a
test drive? I don't think so. Remember,
what we show you, is what you get. Call in
to our extensive showroom on the coldest
or hottest day of the year and see how we
cleverly regulate ventilation and heating to
see how cosy our display rooms are. Check
the locking mechanisms, the smoothness
of the hinges, the thickness of the frame
profile. What you see is what you will get.

2. Ordering a Conservatory/Sunroom when
they were not 100% happy with the sales
person/company representative. Why?
Because our gut feelings are always right.
If you are not 100% happy and don't trust
this person 100% then run a mile, your
worst nightmare may be about to start.

3. Not getting the right advice, or in some
cases not getting any advice. Imagine
building your new room only to discover
your lovely bright kitchen is now a dark
dungeon. You only get one chance to get
the design right, there is no changing the
room when it has been built. We are here
to build what will suit you not what suits
us, why? Because we are honest and enjoy
having happy clients who are going to refer
their friends and families to us for years to
come. So rest assured you will never be put
under pressure at any time to buy until you
are ready, you can make as many changes
to the design as you like, you can request
as many drawings as you like at no extra
cost. Don't buy from a yes man. Deal with
someone who can challenge your ideas
and designs.
4. Buying from the cheapest contractor
without investigating the product fully.
Why? Its self explanatory you get what you
pay for 99% of the time. Are you betting
your money that you will be in that 1%
who actually gets the best product for the
cheapest price?

5. Not getting the room built to proper
building regulations. Why? You might not
notice that building regulations have not
been complied with but guess what? The
building surveyor of your potential buyer
will when you go to sell your house. The
result...a reduced offer or worse still No
Offer.

If these mistakes send shivers down your
spine then make the decision now to deal
with the experts contact BRIGHTSPACE
today at 045 844002.

TOP TIP

Safety toughened glass
throughout is a must have!

Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002
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Managing the project
BEFORE THE PROJECT STARTS

Garden: The first priority is the garden. Any trees
or shrubs in the way should be removed or replanted

Pets: If you have a dog that normally spends time
in the garden, will he or she need to be put into
kennels.

before the work commences. If there are manholes

Heating: Are all the radiators working? Have

in the way that need to be moved, lift the lids to

you serviced the boiler recently? You will be

see if there are any blockages, those will need to be

adding one or two radiators to the boiler during

cleaned before the work starts.

the construction, if there are any problems with the

House: The next important thing to do is
to contact your alarm company to arrange to

heating system these may show up when the new

DURING THE PROJECT

Ensure the crew have access to your fuse
board and alarm. If the fuse board trips
access is required to reset it. Access will
also be required to the alarm panel as
hammers or drills may set this off. Access
to water and toilets will also be required.

radiators are added. We recommend getting your
boiler serviced before we start. Consider whether

Our customer care team will contact you regularly

your old boiler has capacity for an extra radiator or

to update you on progress. Make sure you voice any

radiators? Maybe now is the ideal time to upgrade to

concerns during the project as it can sometimes be

a new energy efficient boiler.

too late to fix a problem after the job is finished.

cable which can be hidden behind the plasterwork,

Maintenance: If your house needs to be painted

Don't be alarmed when the base is finished and

these wires can then be connected when the job is

regularly, we recommend that you get the back of

finished.

the house painted before the job commences as it

disconnect and reconnect your alarm wiring,
(this only applies if you are removing doors and
windows). However if you want to alarm your
conservatory your alarm company should leave out

Neighbours: We all like to have good neighbour
relations. We recommend that you discuss the
upcoming project with your neighbour and make

will be easier for the painter to access the house at
this stage. It is a good idea to get the fascias and
soffits on the rear of the house changed to PVC as

ready for the conservatory, it can often appear a
lot smaller than expected. This is a very common
concern but your conservatory will start to "grow"
once the window and roof frame has been added
and when finished it will be the size you had

this will eliminate any future need for painting.

expected.

new wall will be (only applicable if you are terraced

Time: Generally the duration of a conservatory/

Now is the best time to book your tiler or painter!

or semi detached and you need a sidewall in your

sunroom project is approximately 4 weeks, weather

conservatory.) Access will also be required to the

permitting.

neighbour's garden to plaster the sidewall on their

With all of the above in place you are ready to go!

sure they understand what height and length the

side. Neighbours appreciate this courtesy and are
generally more than happy to oblige.

Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002
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AFTER THE PROJECT

You will experience condensation for
several weeks following the completion
of your conservatory/sunroom. The water
used in the floor and plastering has to dry
out and during that time will appear as
condensation on the glass and frames. this
is only temporary and will reduce in time.
You will need to wait eight weeks after your new
conservatory/sunroom is finished before you can
tile it and twelve weeks before you can put down a
wooden floor. You should also wait 2-4 weeks before
you start to paint.
We cannot over emphasise the importance of
waiting until the floor is well dried out before putting
down flooring. If the flooring is put down too early,
the tiles could lift or in the case of wood or laminate
it will absorb the moisture and could warp.

it may crack the plaster. Also remember not to have

Avoid any tiles which have a shiny surface as these

the radiator temperature too high as this may also

may be a source of glare on a sunny day. For smaller

dry out the plaster too quickly and cause cracks.

rooms choose a large tile as these will give the effect

At this stage you should also contact your alarm

of a larger room.

company to reconnect the alarm and where

Timber floors are popular in conservatories for those

applicable alarm the conservatory. Your tilers and

who prefer a warmer floor, however remember that

painters should be notified and booked once the

timber will fade in any room that has direct sunlight

floor and walls are dry.

so consider the lighter maple and oak colours and

HOW TO DECORATE AND FURNISH

Once the build has been completed it is
natural to want to get the room furnished
and finished as soon as possible but as
previously mentioned it is essential that
you wait until both the floor and walls have
properly dried out.
The most common types of flooring are tiles, natural
timber and laminate flooring. Tiles have been the
traditional flooring in conservatories and these are

The drying out process: To assist the drying out

still the most commonly used. When considering

process it is recommended to leave the windows

tiles there are a few important tips; if you have opted

open as often as possible along with some low

for a glass roof it may be prudent to choose a darker

background heat. Obviously in warm weather the

floor covering to absorb the strong light on a bright

conservatory will dry out faster than in cold weather.

day, options such as slate, or clay coloured tiles. If

It is not recommended to use a dehumidifier in the

you have opted for a solid roof then it may be better

early stages to speed up the drying out process as

to choose a lighter tile which will maximise the light.

avoid the darker walnut colours. Be aware that areas
hidden from the sun such as under a coffee table will
appear as a different colour over time.
Always get the floor moisture content checked
before laying a timber floor, the surface of the floor
may appear to be dry but two inches below the
surface the concrete may be still damp.
Laminate flooring is very suitable for conservatories
as it is hard wearing and will not fade. There are a
variety of colours and types available and they are
reasonably priced. Again remember to check the
moisture content of the floor before laying the floor.
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Ultrawarm Windows and Doors
UltraWarm Windows and doors are a
division of the Conservatory Designs
Group. Using our expertise in glazing
we now offer a superior range of high
security Windows and Doors from

The UltraWarm range.

purchase and what criteria did they use to evaluate
whether they were happy with the investment. We
have collated this information here which we hope
will be also useful to you.
1. SECURITY
Security was the most important consideration,
more important than aesthetics and insulation! With
rising crime rates it is probably no surprise. We have
looked at every aspect of the window and door
design and have made our premium plus range of
products virtually impenetrable unless of course
the glass is smashed in. Here is what we have
incorporated into our design.
A. We glaze all our frames from the inside. Older
and cheaper window frames had the glass fitted
from the outside held in with glazing slips, the
burglar then simply removed the slips with a chisel
and out popped the glass. By fitting the glass from

UltraWarm Windows and Doors focus on the
replacement window and door market in the

SHOOT BOLTS

HINGE GUARD

shoot bolts, a separate lock to all our opening
windows making sure there are no weak points.
C. The next weakest point is where there are no
locks, i.e. the hinge position. If the hinge could be
broken the window can be opened. We designed a
“hinge guard” which prevents the hinges from being
forced and these are fitted as standard to our
Premium Plus windows and doors range.

the inside, there are no beads to be popped and as

D. We now fit toughened safety glass, AS

the glass is bigger than the frame outside it cannot

STANDARD to all PVC windows and doors. Both

be removed unless from the inside room.

panes or each double glazed unit are toughened,
this is to prevent smash and grab theft.

Leinster region offering a fully made to measure

B. All our Premium Plus PVC Windows are fitted with

range of replacement windows, composite doors,

shoot bolt locking which prevents the window from

E. Finally to ensure full peace of mind we fit all our

French Doors and sliding doors.

being opened, however there were weak points; the

Premium Plus doors with Yale high security barrels

locks rarely extended to the corners of the window

and keys. These locks cannot be drilled, bumped,

as the shoot bolts were made in certain lengths, so

picked or broken. If an intruder does manage to

the intruder soon learned to jemmy the window at

break the door lock, the door will still not open.

After completing each installation over the years we
continually asked our clients what were THE most
important things they considered before making the

the corners, its weakest point. We now fit corner

Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002
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2. INSULATION
Windows and Doors are the coldest point in any
building, as they are constantly opening and
closing. Also, glass will not provide the same
insulation value as an insulated cavity wall. It is
therefore vital that premium quality glass and
frames are used. All our products are supplied as A
rated, offering you the maximum level of warmth
and comfort and the cheapest energy costs.
3. LONGEVITY
If you are changing your windows and doors then
you need to be sure that you won’t be changing
them again for another 25-30 years, which would
be the typical lifespan of a good quality window.
Buy good quality products and they will last as
long as you need them. We have been installing
PVC and double glazing in Johnstown since 1989
and are renowned as experts in the field due to the
dedication of the teams supplying and installing
trouble free products.
4. VALUE FOR MONEY
When comparing your UltraWarm product it is likely
that you will get cheaper quotations. We are not the
cheapest in the market and could not pretend to be,
with the level of service we offer and the quality of
our products. Price is always important but with an

investment of this size it should not be THE most
important criteria for selecting a provider. We offer
one guarantee on price, while we will not be the
cheapest we offer the lowest cost of ownership,
your windows and doors will last longer, cost less
to heat, add more value to your home, require
fewer spare parts or service work than any of our
competitors.
5. QUALITY OF THE INSTALLATION WORK
A great product fitted poorly is no better than a
poor quality product fitted well. You need to ensure

CASEMENT WINDOWS
We carry a full range of casement windows in a
range of foiled colours to the outside and generally
with a white finish to the interior.
FRENCH DOORS AND COMPOSITE DOORS

that you have a top quality product but more

French doors are a great way of opening up a space

importantly fitted by top quality teams of skilled

as both doors can open creating a full unobstructed

people. Our teams are with us for many years and

space, for wider openings we can also offer side

we rely on the public to verify that we do what we

screens fitted on each side to maximise the light

say, and we do it when we say we will do it. Please

into the room. The doors can open outwards or in-

check the reviews of our teams on Google and see

wards and are available in the full range of colours.

the feedback on the quality of our fitters on site.

In our premium plus range we are proud of the level

We will also take great care when removing the

of security offered by our french doors with extra

old frames to minimise any damage to the existing

strong hinge guards to protect the door from being

openings.

jemmied.
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Increase your comfort and security today
PATIO DOORS
Our patio door range can be made to suit openings
up to 4m wide in 2 pane 3 pane and 4 pane options,
the full suite of colours are available to match your
new windows. Our patio door range benefit from
the same high quality glazing and security locking
offered by our entire range.

COMPOSITE DOORS
Our composite door range needs a brochure of its
own as there are so many different designs and
colours to choose from. We choose only the highest quality Palladio Composite panels for our doors
and offer the maximum level of security for peace
of mind. These doors have a 65mm fibre reinforced
panel with a combined U value of .64 when combined with triple glazed units. We have many more
composite door designs to choose from just contact any of our team for a detailed brochure of the
full Palladio range.

Showroom open 7 days a week T: 045 844002
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Ultrawarm Glazing
Upgrade old glazing to UltraWarm
Glazing’s “A” rated heat retaining double
glazing and keep your frames
THE BENEFITS

SAVE on your
heating bills

WARMER, more energy
efficient home

With 25% of heat loss in the home occurring
through windows and doors, bad quality glazing in

KEEP your existing
window frames

your home can result in poor insulation standards,
cold rooms, increased heating bills and, most
importantly, a lack of comfort.
While most homes built in Ireland in the last 20
years were fitted with double glazed windows,
these windows may not be as energy efficient
as you might wish. Recent advances in glazing
technology has led to huge advances in the
insulation values offered over traditional double
glazed units.
It is estimated old glazing will allow 8 times more
heat to escape. With energy efficient ‘A’ rated
replacement double glazing from UltraWarm
glazing, you can significantly reduce the heat loss

your existing PVC window frames, which results in
significant savings for you.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
The Pilkington Optitherm™ Range are high performance, coated low-e glass products specially
developed for use in Insulating Glass Units (IGUs) to
help with energy saving. Low-e glass has a microscopically thin, transparent coating – it is much
thinner than a human hair – that reflects long-wave
infrared energy (or heat) back into the room. The

Inside

Outside

coating acts in much the same way as a flask or

If you would like a demonstration please call

thermos, put something warm in there and it

to our showroom where we can show you the

your home.

stays warm, put something cold in there and
it stays cold. Put your heating on in your room and

insulating properties of the glass using an Infrared

UltraWarm glazing offers the Pilkington Optitherm

the room stays warm. That is the basic principle and

S1 range of insulating double glazed units fitted to

it works extremely well.

in your home. The result is a cosier home, reduced
heating costs and better energy (BER) ratings for

lamp. Our showroom at Johnstown Garden
Centre is open 7 days a week.
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Increase your comfort and save money today

U Values, the facts…
The U Value acts like a speedometer, it is a
measurement of the speed at which heat moves
through a material, the lower the U value, the
slower the speed that the heat travels and
therefore the better the insulation value.
Lower U value = higher insulation values.
U values for glass you will be familiar with:

ARE THERE ANY EXCEPTIONS?
At UltraWarm we only fit Pilkington double glazed
units if they are going to benefit the homeowner. In
some circumstances your windows may not benefit
from new double glazing if;
1. If your windows are more than 25 years old, then
you should consider replacing the entire window.

5.7

After 25 years your window may suffer from

2.9

investment as you may have to consider replacing

Single Glazing

Older Double Glazing
no argon gas between the panes
and no glass coatings

2.6

Older Double Glazing
with argon gas between the panes
and no coatings

1.0

rubber gasket shrinkage, poor airtightness and
old and worn hinges and handles. Replacing the
glass in poor quality frames may not be a wise
the entire window several years later, our expert
team can inspect your frames and offer you free
consultation and advice. We can, if required, offer
you a quote for completely new windows and
doors but only if invited by you the client.
2. If your window frames are aluminum and
suffer from condensation on the frames then
replacement glazing will not solve this problem.
Condensation results from moisture in the air in
your home condensing on the cold surface of
your window frames. While these frames may
benefit from new glazing the condensation will
persist.

Pilkington Optitherm S1
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Ultrawarm Skylights
Installed on a new build extension,
Orangery, or inserted into an existing flat
roof, an UltraWarm Skylight will help you
add the feeling of space and natural light
to your home. Whether it’s for a living
room, dining room, kitchen, bedroom or
bathroom the UltraWarm Skylight will be
the perfect stylish solution for you.

The UltraWarm Skylights are designed around
maximum uninterrupted sight lines - bar numbers
are reduced (or can be added if you prefer) and
the ridge board and hub ends are as unobtrusive as
possible.

SIZES
The UltraWarm Skylight is available in a number of
bespoke rectangular sizes ranging from 1m x 1.5m to
3m x 5m.
COLOUR OPTIONS
Choose the stylish white uPVC option to match your
modern window frames, or for that extra ‘wow’ factor go for the Aluminum option, available in white,
anthracite grey or satin black. Internally the rooflight is clad in white uPVC or upgraded to anthracite
grey or satin black to either match or contrast the
external finish.
GLAZING
The highly thermally efficient glazing options will
help reduce heat loss and noise pollution, whilst
letting the desired amount of light into your room.
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Johnstown Garden Centre,
Johnstown, Naas, Co. Kildare.
T. 045 844002
F. 01 5261135
E. info@conservatorydesigns.ie
www.conservatorydesigns.ie

Call us today!
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